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We study how a shear band in a granular medium dramatically changes the mechanical behavior of the

material further in the non sheared region. To this end, we carry out a microrheology experiment, where a

constant force F is applied to a small rod immersed outside the shear band. In the absence of a shear band,

a critical force Fc is necessary to move the intruder. When a shear band exists, the intruder moves even for

a force F less than the critical force Fc. We systematically study how the creep velocity Vcreep of the rod

varies with Fc ! F and with the distance to the shear band, and show that the behavior can be described by

an Eyring-like activated process.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.108301 PACS numbers: 47.57.Gc, 83.80.Fg, 83.50.!v

Athermal systems encompass a wide variety of disor-
dered soft materials such as foams, granular media, emul-
sions or colloidal suspensions. In all these materials, the
media is composed of mesoscopic elements closely packed
such that thermal fluctuations are negligible. As a result,
these systems share peculiar flow behaviors intermediate
between a solid and a liquid, such as the existence of a
yield stress, shear banding [1–3], or finite size effects [4].
Recently, the idea that mechanical fluctuations in disor-
dered athermal systems could be a source of noise analo-
gous to temperature in thermal systems have motivated a
large number of studies [1,5–12], in the spirit of the pio-
neering work of Bulatov and Argon [13] on the plasticity of
amorphous solids. In this Letter, we experimentally ad-
dress this picture in the context of granular flows. The
rheology of granular flows in the dense regime has been
extensively investigated over the past decade [14,15]. A
phenomenological frictional viscoplastic constitutive law
has been proposed, which captures many features of dense
flows in the inertial regime far away from the flow thresh-
old [16]. However, this simple approach, in which the local
stresses are simply related to the local shear rate, does not
account for important features close to the jamming tran-
sition, such as the development of quasistatic shear bands
or the influence of the confinement when the system size
becomes of the order of few tenths of particles. This failure
of the local approach is likely related to cooperative ef-
fects, which have been documented in slow granular flows,
such as correlations in the velocity fluctuations or in the
force network [17–20]. How to capture these cooperative
effects in a theoretical framework remains an open ques-
tion and different approaches have been proposed. Some of
them suggest that the mechanical noise induced by the flow
itself could be an important source of non locality [7,9,10].
This picture seems to be supported by a recent experiment
carried out in the Leiden group [21].

In this study, a steel ball resting on a bucket of sand
was observed to sink as soon as a shear band was created
at the bottom of the bucket, far away from the ball.

This observation suggests that the presence of a sheared
region somewhere in the granular medium modifies the
rheological properties of the sample everywhere. The study
presented in this Letter is inspired by this striking experi-
ment, but in a different geometry in order to study inde-
pendently the role of the different parameters involved in
the process, such as the distance to the shear band, the
applied force and the stress state. The experiment is per-
formed in a wide gap Couette cell, in which a shear band is
created close to the inner cylinder. We then probe the
rheology of the granular medium away from the shear
band by trying to move a small rod immersed in the grains.
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Shear band velocity profile
normalized by the inner cylinder velocity u"0# $ R! measured
by Particle Image Velocimetry at the free surface. (c) Relation
between the force and the velocity of the rod when ! $ 0
showing the existence of a critical force Fc (h $ 40 mm).
(d) Critical force Fc as a function of the rod depth h, showing
a Coulomb-like scaling (Fc / PS, where P / !gh is the mean
pressure and S / hD is the rod surface).
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The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1(a). The
Couette device consists of a rotating inner cylinder (radius
R $ 30 mm) made rough by gluing one layer of particles
on it. The outer cylinder (radius 90 mm) and the bottom are
fixed and smooth. The gap is filled up to a depth of 70 mm
of glass beads d $ 0:5% 0:05 mm in diameter. The inner
cylinder rotates at a constant speed ! by means of a belt
connected to a motor [not drawn in Fig. 1(a)]. The rotation
speed! is chosen less than 0:2 rad=s in order to stay in the
quasistatic regime. The shape of the shear band is then
independent of ! and is shown in Fig. 1(b), where the
velocity profile measured at the free surface is plotted. The
grains velocity u"r# decreases with the distance r and
presents an exponential tail over a distance of about 15
particle diameters, consistent with previous studies [14].
The purpose of the paper is to probe the rheology of the
material in the creeping region, away from the shear band
at a distance r to the inner cylinder in the range 17d < r <
55d. To do so, a long and thin rod of diameter D $ 1 mm
($ 2d) is immersed into the material at a depth h and at a
distance r from the inner wall. We then try to move the rod
through the granular medium by imposing an orthoradial
force F thanks to a rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 501)
[Fig. 1(a)]. Note that the force F is always applied in the
direction opposite to the inner cylinder rotation !, as
sketched in Fig. 1(a). We then precisely record the time
evolution of the angular position of the rod ’"t#. One
difficulty of the experiment is the long time evolution of
the pile (compaction, structural aging). To minimize these
effects and get reproducible results even for long experi-
ments, we adopt the following protocol. Each run consists
in two successive measurements, obtained for the same
condition but with reversed sign for both the inner cylinder
rotation and the direction of the force applied to the rod.
This protocol, in which we change alternatively the direc-
tion of the flow, prevents the formation of a preferential
structure and gives reproducible results.

We first study the motion of the rod when the inner
cylinder of the Couette cell is not moving ! $ 0. In this
case, a minimum force Fc has to be applied in order to
move the intruder. To precisely characterize this threshold,
we impose a constant velocity V and measure the drag
force on the rod [Fig. 1(c)]. As long as the velocity is below
10 mm=s, the drag force is independent of velocity and
independent of the position r of the rod (in the range 17d <
r < 55d studied). In the following, we define Fc as the drag
force for V $ 4 mm=s averaged over several turns.
Figure 1(d) shows that Fc scales as / h2, compatible
with a Coulomb-like friction for the drag force on the
immersed rod [22].

We now fix the value of F below Fc (F=Fc $ 0:75) and
turn to the case ! ! 0, where a quasistatic shear band
forms close to the inner cylinder. The rod is positioned in
the ‘‘static’’ zone away from the shear band (r $ 24d). As
soon as the inner cylinder is put in rotation, we observe that

the rod is no longer stuck but starts to move forward in the
direction of the applied force [Fig. 2(a) and the supple-
mental movie [23]]. This motion is all the more striking
that it occurs in a region where no grain motion can be seen
[the rod velocity is several orders of magnitude larger than
the shear band velocity at this distance, Fig. 1(b)]. On short
time scales, the motion of the rod is highly intermittent and
consists of periods of slow creeping followed by rapid
moves [Fig. 2(a), inset]. In this Letter, we do not address
the fluctuating dynamics. Rather, we focus on the long time
motion of the rod characterized by a well-defined constant
creep velocity Vcreep $ "R& r#h _’i. In practice, the aver-
aging time is chosen such that the total displacement of the
rod is always larger than 50D, which can be as long as 30 h
for the slowest creep measured. Figure 2(b) gives the creep
velocity as function of the inner wall velocity R!. In the
range studied (!< 0:2 rad=s), the creep velocity of the
rod is proportional to the wall velocity. This suggests that
the creeping motion is controlled by quasistatic effects;
!!1 being the only relevant time scale.
We now investigate how this creep velocity varies with

the applied force F. Figure 3(a) gives the normalized
velocity Vcreep=R! as a function of the normalized force
F=Fc for a given distance r $ 24d and rod depth h $
40 mm. Data show that the creep velocity decreases over
more than 4 decades as F=Fc is varied from 0.9 to 0.5. We
also note that, even for F=Fc $ 0:5 corresponding to the
slowest motion, the creep velocity of the rod is still at least
1 order of magnitude larger than the local grains velocity
due to the shear band.
In Fig. 3(a), data are aligned in a semilog scale, meaning

that the creep velocity depends exponentially upon F=Fc.
This important result suggests that, as soon as the shear
band is created, the rod moves for any applied force. In
other words, the granular medium no longer exhibits a
yield stress, as in the Leiden experiment [21]. We have
checked that F=Fc is the relevant control parameter by
varying the rod depth h. Doing so, the threshold force
changes as Fc"h# / h2 according to Fig. 1(d). However,
the creep velocity remains constant when the force F is
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FIG. 2. (a) Rod angular displacement ’"t# for different !.
(b) Mean creep velocity of the rod, Vcreep, as a function of the

inner wall speed R! (F=Fc $ 0:75, r $ 24d).
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adjusted to keep the ratio F=Fc"h# fixed [Fig. 3(b)]. All the
previous results are obtained for a distance of the rod to the
inner cylinder fixed (r $ 24d). Changing this distance
strongly influences the creep velocity as shown in Fig. 4,
which gives Vcreep=R! as function of F=Fc for different
distances 18d < r < 42d. For each value of r, we recover
the exponential decay of the creep velocity with distance to
the threshold, the slope in lin-log becoming steeper and
steeper as the rod moves away from the shear band. Notice
that a small departure from an exponential is observed for
the run close to the shear band (r $ 18d). An important
observation is that all the data roughly converge to the
same value (Vcreep=R!' 63) when F ! Fc. Therefore,
the creep velocity of the rod can be put in the form

Vcreep

R!
$ A exp

!
! Fc ! F

FcG"r=d#

"
; (1)

where A is a numerical constant equal to A' 63 and
G"r=d# a dimensionless function of the distance r=d. In
order to estimate the functionG"r=d#, we invert Eq. (1) and
plot for each run G $ "1! F=Fc#= ln"Vcreep=AR!# as a
function of r=d. Figure 5 shows thatG"r=d# is a decreasing
function of the radial distance, which extends up to 50

particle diameters. A best fit with a power law gives
G"r=d# ' "r=d#!1:45.
Equation (1) for the rod creep velocity can be interpreted

in term of an ‘‘Eyring-like’’ activated process, by analogy
with thermal systems [24]. Here, the analogue of the energy
barrier is the distance to the critical force (Fc!F) and the
analogue of the temperature is "F $ FcG"r=d#, which can
be interpreted as the magnitude of force fluctuations in-
duced by the shear band. Force fluctuations scale with Fc

from dimensional arguments: in granular media made of
rigid particles, the only stress scale is the confining pres-
sure. Thus, force fluctuations on the rod have to scale with
the integral of the hydrostatic pressure, which itself is
proportional to Fc [see Fig. 1(d)]. The function G"r=d#
describes the decay of the force fluctuation away from the
shear band and could be interpreted as a stress propagator
[25]. In this Eyring-like picture, the motion of the rod
results from the force fluctuations send by the flowing shear
band, which help the rod to overcome the force barrier with
a probability proportional to a Boltzmann-like factor
exp(!"Fc ! F#="F). The rate at which the fluctuations
are sent (the attempt frequency in Eyring process) is given
by the typical shear rate in the shear band, R!=d. Finally,
each time the rod crosses the barrier, it moves forward with
a distance proportional to the grain diameter Ad. This
picture is compatible with a model of self-activated process
induced by stress fluctuations proposed for the rheology of
slow granular flows [7,10], and more generally with plas-
ticity models trying to take into account the self-induced
mechanical noise in disordered athermal media [1,6,9,12].
However, interpreting the scaling observed in our experi-
ments from a microscopic description remains an open
challenge.
So far, all the results have been obtained for a given rod

diameterD $ 1 mm $ 2d. However, the large value of the
numerical factor A' 63, which is connected to the dis-
tance of the jump in the Eyring picture, points to the role of
the relevant length scale in our system. To address this
issue, we measure the creep velocity of the rod for two
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FIG. 3. (a) Normalized creep velocity of the rod Vcreep=R! as
function of F=Fc for r $ 24d and h $ 40 mm. (b) Vcreep=R! as

function of the rod depth h for two values of F=Fc.
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FIG. 4. Vcreep=R! as function of F=Fc for different distances r
to the inner cylinder. The dotted lines are the best fit of the form
(1) with A $ 63.
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scale). The grey zone gives the typical extension of the shear
band (r < 15d, see Fig. 1(b)]. The dotted line is the best power
law fit of the data G"r=d# ' "r=d#!1:45.
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values of F=Fc and r=d for different rod diameters
(1<D=d < 27). Figure 6 shows that the creep velocity
actually strongly increases with D=d, before saturating at
large values of D=d. This effect is not related to the rod
elasticity, as checked by changing its stiffness while keep-
ing its diameter fixed. The fact that thin rods move with
more difficulty than large rods is reminiscent of the en-
hanced rigidity of small systems in granular media [15,26],
and could be related to a typical length scale of the force-
chain network in the pile. Another mechanism could be the
self-interaction of the rod with its own wake, which be-
comes important for large rods.

In conclusion, our study suggests that stress fluctuations
induced by a localized shear flow may help a granular
medium to yield and overcome the flow threshold else-
where. This self-activated process could play an important
role in the rheology of dense granular flows close to the
jamming transition, as it introduces cooperative effects not
included in simple local approaches. Our measurements
show that the rod velocity in the creeping region far away
from the shear band scales exponentially with the distance
to threshold Fc ! F, even for the largest rods. This result
contrasts with the linear velocity dependence of the force
reported in the sinking ball experiment of the Leiden group
[21]. However, in this experiment carried out in a bottom-
slip Couette geometry, the distance to the shear band and the
confining pressure varied in an opposite manner during the
sinking process, which makes the interpretation more
complex. In our study, the exponential dependance of the
velocity with the distance to threshold is a robust feature,
which deserves to be checked in other configurations ex-
hibiting shear banding such as heap flows [27,28] or channel
flows [3–5]. This Eyring-like scaling represents a nontrivial
test for theoretical approaches of slow granular flows,
whether they derive from kinetic theory of granular media
[29,30] or from the rheology of soft glassy materials [12].
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